PHOTOGRAPHING IN HOSPITALS

Not all our EMPLOYEES wish to have their photos taken. Please always ASK FIRST before you take a photo.

Hospital lobbies, waiting areas, and cafés are PUBLIC PLACES. Taking photos there is allowed. However, please be considerate of OTHER PEOPLE and their PRIVACY.

Any TREATMENT FACILITIES (e.g. doctor's consulting rooms, procedure and patient rooms) are not public places and photographing in these facilities MAY BE RESTRICTED for example to protect other patients' privacy or for patient security. Before you take any photos, discuss with the staff.

Taking photos of OTHER PATIENTS without their permission is NOT ALLOWED anywhere in our hospitals.

Please do not be offended if our employees do not want to play the part of A SELFIE STICK. They do not have to take photos for you.

We hope that you give us FEEDBACK on our services. The best way to give feedback is online at: www.hus.fi/feedback

Giving feedback through social media channels is problematic for us: we cannot discuss confidential information on a public platform.